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Abstract

Explainable AI (XAI) is of crucial significance in future Artificial General Intelligence development. Only when we build explainable AI, can we really trust AI and debug them. We first review major challenges in current XAI research. Current explainable structured modelling has low expressive power and is difficult for scaling-up learning. Interpreting intermediates results of black-box best-performing neural network models relies on specific model architectures and has made only primary steps. Then we propose essential components in the communicative XAI framework: an explainable structured model which has explicit causal chains, explicit Theory of Mind (ToM) modelling and context-aware communication message generating methods.

1 Current XAI challenges

Here we review previous XAI methods and identify their challenges. We split them into two categories: 1. explainable structured modelling and 2. inducing interpretations from black-box neural networks.

**Explainable structured modelling** From the beginning, we can design models that have explicit representations of perceptions and reasoning processes [1, 3]. However, these models either require lots of manual labor on specific system and knowledge representation design [1], or lack further explanations of perception before explainable parts [3]. Scaling up such systems face challenges of more prior knowledge and bigger unexplainable neural networks.

**Interpreting black-box models** Interpreting black-box models [4, 2, 6] rely on specific knowledge of model architectures, and the interpretation process cannot be automated or rely heavily on manual choices. And the causal chains of such knowledge is used to solve the problem, or the reasoning process, is not clear.

2 XAI: essential components for a communicating framework

To explain AI agents themselves, we identify three essential parts:

1. A structured model. Here we need a model with structured representations. Then we can debug the perceptions and reasoning process. When the process is fully displayed to human researchers, we can trust them [1].

2. A ToM module. A ToM module is needed, because explanation and the establishment of trust relies heavily on our estimations of the human listener. The agent need ToM modules to infer what the human knows and what he cares the most [5], to give an explanation that addresses the human’s concerns.

3. A context-aware communication module. This module should be responsible for extracting most efficient and most concerned explanations from the model’s structured knowledge and reasoning process.
3 Conclusion
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